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Our Comium Smile
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INTRODUCTION

“The achievements of an organization are the result of the combined efforts of each
individual”. Thanks to the hard work and the will to succeed of each and every member
of the Comium family, our smile is spreading throughout our mobile operations and across
the continents. In this issue of our newsletter, as the year draws to a close we would like
to dedicate a very warm thank you to each of you in the Comium mobile family. The end of
2009 has been crowned with many success stories, and 2010 is bringing along many
more challenges, major projects, new achievements, more innovations, and most of all a
wonderful promise of empowering our iconic smile all over Comium. We’re better together.
To start with the highlight of “Our Smile” issue, a ﬁrst time in Côte d’Ivoire, Dr. Nizar Dalloul
our Chairman & Group CEO and visionary leader visited our CI operation to the wonderful
delight of our CI team. A warm welcome awaited our Chairman at the Comium CI
headquarters with amazing shows and the cheerful presence of all the Comium CI family.
His visit included a warm meeting with the President Laurent Gbagbo as well as the Prime
Minister Guillaume Soro and he went back to Beirut after spreading the Comium Smile to
each and every Comium CI member. We thank Mr. Mohamed Salame for a wonderful
organization and exceptional reception of our Chairman & Group CEO.
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MAJOR MILESTONES

ince the last “Our Smile” issue
where we announced our new
brand identity and new strategy,
several key performance ﬁgures
illustrate our relentless efforts as a Comium
team: We have achieved more than 25%
daily average increase in new subscribers
since June 2009 and the churn rate is at an
all time low as a group.We have acquired
more than 1 million subscribers so far this
year, and more than 3 million subscribers
have enjoyed Comium so far and the best is
yet to come! Moreover, our SMS trafﬁc is
continuously increasing with an average of
more than 50%, and our international trafﬁc
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SPECIAL TRIBUTE TO THE TEAM

W

orking together, a special
tribute goes to ﬁnance, HR,
Procurement, logistics, P&S,
Technical & IT, Sales and
Marketing, Customer Care, everywhere,
which are joining efforts, hand in hand, to
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best price quality ratio to ensure
we get maximum value and beneﬁt while
conforming to set speciﬁcations and
technical requirements. Some of the
accomplishments are major cost cutting
in the procurement of SIM cards, scratch
cards and implementation of various VAS
projects like USSD, charging per cell ID,
agreements with MICROSOFT and
ORACLE etc. Another ﬁne example is the
handsets procurement and their delivery
to the operations prior to the end of 2009,
as well as the efﬁcient delivery of all
promotional materials.

O

HUMAN RESOURCES

ur Human Resources
department has been working
hard on restructuring the HR
department and the adopted
processes which reﬂects very positively on
our mobile operations. The HR team has
been developing a focused and coherent
approach to managing people in the
Comium environment which is an
incredibly rich melting pot of various
cultures, countries, backgrounds, and
specialties. A challenge met with
undeniable achievements and success
stories starting with the recruitment of

commissioned to expand the network coverage
and increase its capacity. Liberia has now the
Cell Broad Cast (CBC) service activated, in
addition to an upgraded transmission network for
a better stability and redundancy, which also
means accommodating increased trafﬁc. Two
additional sites have been commissioned to
expand our coverage footprint in Camp Gbarnga
and Camp Wainsues in Liberia. In Sierra Leone,
GPRS facilities and service have been activated
throughout the SL sites. All of our operations
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the best in the markets we serve. This year we
have had a major success story with the
introduction of Comium as a second brand in Côte
d’Ivoire, now with more than 150,000 high-value
subscribers enjoying our services. Also, each
commercial department in our operations have had
many successful initiatives that made our KPIs
reach unprecedented and sustained growth such
as the Free Bonanza in The Gambia, Summer
Mania in Sierra Leone, Waou! (DTS) and My
Comium in Côte d’Ivoire, Electrify Your Christmas in
Liberia. 2009 saw all four operations offering
e-voucher services; affording more choice to our
customers, lower denominations greater reach for
distribution while Comium itself beneﬁts from
cutting cost and additional revenues.

CUSTOMER CARE

W

hat could
better reﬂect
our customer
centric
strategic orientation better than
our Customer Care centers and
initiatives which are continuously
delighting us with one success
story after the other! An incredibly cut-through achievement is
our 24/7 roll-out plan across all four operations, and the best
is yet to come! Intensive training on our Comium values and
culture, work ethics and professional conduct, the famous
WOW experience and attitude, the Products and Services, the
billing system, etc. was crowned with certiﬁcations to all the
customer care team members. This achievement is a ﬁrst of
its kind in Africa as our valued customers can reach our
customer care agents any time of day or night to get any

SIERRA LEONE

A dynamic and energetic team
working together in perfect
coordination is what best describes
our Sierra Leone operation. After the
start of the rebranding, and to keep the
momentum high, many promotions, offers and
rewards programs have been designed and
launched to keep achieving growth and
customer satisfaction. To name a few, the
Sunday promotion offered people free talk time
equivalent to their paid calls during the week;
Top up with Comium made 20 happy winners on
weekly basis get a free tank of fuel; sustained
international rates promotion offered
unprecedented tariffs to preferred destinations;
Summer Mania with live draws on Radio and TV
making 20 daily winners of Nokia handsets, 2
weekly winners of 42 inch ﬂat screen TVs, and
the grand draw offered 10 lucky winners a
dream mobile phone with a free SIM and free on
net calls for a full year. Summer Mania made an
impressive nationwide impact and the press
reviews were incredible, featuring Comium on
the ﬁrst page of most newspapers and stating
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needed assistance or support. Another
world class achievement is the launch of the
Concierge Service with a wonderful promise
to our Ivorian VIP customers: “your wish is
our command!” We make anything possible
for our customers and we now have CEOs,
professional executives in various ﬁelds
(banking, advertising, showbiz, etc.) who enrolled in our
Concierge service to beneﬁt from this amazing personalized
service. Furthermore, because at Comium we always strive to
go this extra mile to the utter satisfaction of our esteemed
customers and partners, the Customer Experience program
has been launched to lead continuous innovation and change
people’s perspective on what telecom can offer in order to
make their lives easier, happier, and mostly put a smile across
all the communities we serve.

that Comium is fast taking
the lead! For Christmas and
the end of the year,
customers were completely
delighted with additional
promotions and offers such
as Bongo cash which
offered cash prizes on
weekly basis to one winner
in each of the 12 provinces,
Say it with a Song for
people who wish to
entertain their friends with
music, hit 1000 with cash
prizes to the sender of the
one thousandth SMS,
Comium weekend free calls,
draws, prizes, rewards,
promotions, TV broadcast,
Radio shows…
Press conferences are
constantly organized to
announce and launch the new promotions, as
well as to promote our corporate offers such as
VPN, GPRS, postpaid, etc.
During the holy month of Ramadan, our SL team
was organizing competitions with prizes and
giveaways such as the holy Koran, tabsirs, bags
of rice. Prayer reminders, poetry competitions,
National Iftar days in each province, Q&A
competitions made two lucky winners, the ﬁrst
prize being 10 Million Le, and the second prize 3
Million Le. Sales promotions were also organized
in Makeni, Bumbuna, and Kono during which
our dynamic SL team offered t-shirts, caps,
bags of rice and many other giveaways with
each SIM card bought. Our reach throughout the
nation grew. Everyone in Sierra Leone can now
beneﬁt and smile with Comium.
A success story to celebrate is the launch of the
Certiﬁed Comium Direct Partners, with 400
outlets, shops, pharmacies, grocery stores,
supermarkets, restaurants and bars, beauty
salons, boutiques, building material stores,
electric appliances and Electronics, video and
CD dealers, top-up centers etc. that offer

back to our community that supports us, this is the second year our
Gambia team embarks on this initiative to alleviate hardships and put
a smile on our community. Tea, dates, a hot meal and fruits were on
the menu for all community members alike, all organized and served
by a team of dedicated volunteers of our Comium family.
A one of a kind event in The Gambia, the Comium Smile tournament
was successfully launched on July 5th, 2009 on the sandy shores of
Palma Rima Beach. For the ﬁrst time in the history of Gambian
football, the 6-A- Side Beach Football Tournament featured 32
teams with more than 100,000 spectators over a seven week period.
The Smile Tournament also featured weekly live performances from
renowned Senegalese and Gambian artists such as Salam Diallo,
Fireman, Pap Thiopet, Abdou Gitteh Secka, etc. The lucky winners
of the Comium Smile Tournament were presented with cash prizes in
addition to their gold medals during a presentation held at the
Comium Headquarters on the 20th of August 2009. And now, we
are witnessing the birth of the Comium Gambia football team. We all
wish our team success always!
One of the many CSR activities our Gambia team is actively
supporting is the birth of triplets the ﬁrst of which occurred at Royal
Victoria Hospital. In response to a mother’s appeal on National T.V,
Comium Gambia presented a check and baby items to the beautiful
Triplets. Mrs. Modou Touray, the mother of the Triplets was very
grateful to Comium’s gesture. Comium Gambia made yet another
mark when it presented another check and baby items to Mrs. Abbie
Jallow, the mother of yet other triplets. The babies were safely
delivered at the Bafrow Medical Clinic in Serekunda.
Comium Gambia believes in working side by side with communities
and institutions as ongoing partners, in any and every way
imaginable, with an end goal of making the community a better place
to live in. As part of our CSR endeavors, Comium Gambia
sponsored and ﬁtted-out the Comium Ward (Eye & Dental Clinic) at
The Sulayman Junkun General Hospital in Bwiam.
To help the business community, our Gambia team participated in
the GCCI trade show organized by the Chamber of Commerce to
promote top companies in The Gambia. The Comium stand
attracted many visitors during the 10 day fair and our enthusiastic
team spared no effort to promote our Comium brand and boost
sales of all our Comium products.

LIBERIA

Every accomplishment starts with the
decision to try, and this is what our
Comium Liberia team is converging
its efforts to achieve. With an
unfaltering will, strong determination, and
excellent team work and coordination, our
Liberia team has been launching offers and
promotions to keep our Liberia customers happy
and put a smile on their faces. With the dream
house promotion, our customers were
encouraged to recharge more in order to qualify
to win a house. Two winners, Lucretia Kollie, a
local food seller and Yaya Jalloh a college
student were the lucky winners who saw their
dream house come true, courtesy of our
Comium Liberia team.
Also, to continue on making our Comium Liberia
customers’ dreams come true, a dream vacation
rafﬂe draw promotion was launched which made
three lucky winners simply by recharging their
Comium line. The winners were Gargar Davis,
William Flomo and Washington Teah. Though the
objective was for winners to travel and spend
their vacation abroad, they all had circumstances
that prevented them from taking the plane. The
ﬁrst was in the hospital, the second was a
student who could not stop his studies and the
last was a craftsman who could not leave his
shop. Instead, ﬁrm with their decision to make
our winners happy and to adapt quickly to our
customers’ circumstances, our Comium Liberia
team handed the winners cash prizes which
were met with sheer gratitude and a big Comium
Smile on our winners faces.
Another incredible promotion was the one million
Liberian Dollars offered to a Comium ‘Millionaire’.
The rafﬂe was carried live on radio in the
presence of the press and the winner William
Allie received his prize on August 22nd during an
event organized by our Comium Liberia team.
A new service for the Lebanese community living
in Liberia “Lebanese breaking news” was
launched during a dinner ceremony and met with
great appreciation from the Lebanese expats
who were thrilled to be updated on any
happening in their homeland.
To always cherish great occasions with our
Comium Liberia customers, our team developed
a series of punctual promotions such as calling
the USA for the price of a local call to celebrate
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discounts from 5% to 25% each time a Comium
customer buys a Comium product starting with
300 units and above.
When it comes to Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) and sponsoring, Comium
SL is extremely active and our SL team strives to
alleviate the burdens and provide any help to the
needy in the Sierra Leonean community, in
addition to supporting sports and education.
Some of the many endeavors include donations
to disaster victims in Shenge Moyamba District
and to the victims of the ﬂood disaster in Daru;
donations to the Nigeria National Union of Sierra
Leone; to the Business Coalition Against Aids in
Sierra Leone; and to the Well Woman Clinic for
their work on spreading awareness and ﬁghting
breast cancer. On the education front, donations
have been granted to the University of Sierra
Leone and to the construction of class rooms at
Murray Town Junior Secondary School. Our SL
team is also sponsoring sports through
supporting FC Kallon in the Salone premier
league, in addition to providing two air tickets to
Ghana to professional golfers who participated
in the Ghana Golf tournament. In a gesture of
support to the expats communities in Sierra
Leone, our SL team sponsored the Lebanese
Independence day. Similarly, a praiseworthy
gesture from our SL team is a ticket offered to a
blind man who won a lottery to go to the USA
and get the chance of becoming a US citizen.

THE GAMBIA

The drive in Comium Gambia is relentless. Despite the
entry of a very ﬁerce competitor ‘Qcell’ in July, our
Gambia team was well prepared and initiated a series of
promotions and events to boost our presence, increase
our visibility and strengthen our relationship with our valued
customers. As a result, an unprecedented sustained growth in our
customer base and an amazing increase in our attached subscribers
week after week and now reached historic highs in The Gambia.
Promotions under the smile for life umbrella started drawing
considerable attention such as the Comium Together, which offers
unlimited calls to one Comium number at an unbeatable ﬁxed price,
the launch of the e- voucher under the commercial name E-credit
which allowed greater reach, cutting costs and increasing revenue
margins while offering customers the opportunity to recharge with as
low as 5 Dalasi denominations. The unbelievable and unstoppable
Free Bonanza promotion has been running since July, offering 100
free SMS, 100 free minutes and 100 free Mega Bytes for mobile
internet or GPRS.
And well received was the New Phones promotion which featured
various phone models at affordable prices. The handsets offer a free
SIM card in addition to various gifts ranging from t-shirts, caps, a
small Koran, and many other gadgets to always spread our Comium
smile amongst the communities we serve. Unbelievably popular: all
handsets were sold out fast, and now new models are being
introduced in December with incredible offers to satisfy the thirst for
Comium.
And in our Comium family we try to always be with them in everyday
life, our Gambia team initiated a back to school campaign offering
incredible bundles of handsets with free SIM cards and airtime, free
school bags with every new SIM card, all of which are aimed at
making school more appealing, less costly, thus playing an
educational role with our communities.
During the holy month of Ramadan, many valuable promotions and
prizes were offered to our Comium customers, starting with a free
Ramadan gift with every new SIM card. In addition to the gifts such
as the Holy Koran, the Qibla compass, and praying beads our
Comium Gambia team offered free iftar meals on major highways
and intersections throughout the Greater Banjul Area serving more
than 3,000 meals to passers-by and motorists. In a gesture of giving
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whereby a customer asks a close family member or
friend to credit his account, in order for him to
make calls if he is out of credit; and “Call me”
where by a customer asks a close family or friend
to call him if he ran out of units.
Another Comium innovation that is a big hit for our
customers is the implementation and launching of
the Dynamic Tariff System in Côte d’Ivoire allowing
the Comium team to deﬁne the applicable rates for
each cell. In short, this incredible feature makes it
possible for the commercial team to deﬁne special
rates for each location, time of day, day of week…
always changing to give the best rate possible to
the customer. Waou!!! Our customer always sees
the best current rate on his/her handset screen to
choose where and when to make a call. As well as
being a super service for our customers, our
network beneﬁts as this allows a better distribution
and balance of the trafﬁc, preventing congestions
and allowing a more efﬁcient network performance.
More importantly, our customers can smile while
they get up to 99% discount, and they are informed
each time a new discount is offered.

COMMERCIAL

trategizing and planning; monitoring
and reporting; distributing, marketing
and communicating; and most of all
striving to surpass best performance
indicators is the mission of the Commercial
department. Our purpose is to always exceed our
customer expectations. All the commercials’ efforts
are converging towards making our products and
services easily available everywhere, making them
easily understood, highlighting our unique selling
features, launching offers and promotions to
acquire more customers, manage the lifecycle of
our customer base, retain them through loyalty and
reward programs, and innovate personalized offers
that best answer our customers’ expectations. It’s
quite a large scope but indeed critical to become
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have gone through optimization and network
equipment efﬁciency reviews effectively deploy
our capital. Our networks are better and more
efﬁcient as a result. Well done!!
For an improved efﬁciency and prompt back-up
and support to our operations, a regional support
team has been created. Its mission is to serve
our Comium operations, provide any necessary
support, and resolve any technical issue in the
shortest time frame.

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

hen it comes to our Products
and Services, we pride ourselves
for the highly innovative and
advanced solutions that are
being put forward. It starts with inception with
commercial to understand what our customers
want/need, and then deﬁned and project
management assigned, then coordination and team
work with the technical teams for the
implementation and testing, as well as ﬁnal liaising
with the commercial team for building the business
case, launching and marketing. A ﬁrst successful
endeavor is the implementation of the USSD
gateway in Côte d’Ivoire. This multifunction
application consists in the creation of dynamic
menus or portals which allow our Comium
customers, be it prepaid, postpaid, or roaming, to
enjoy many products and services through an
extremely user friendly interface. To illustrate this
amazing platform, USSD facilitates the
management and usage of services such as Home
Zone, Friends & Family, FUN services, etc., as well
as additional new services such as: “Credit me”

S

highly skilled executives with solid
experience in the telecom industry, the
successful implementation of the end of
year appraisal in order to increase the
Comium family members’ motivation,
improve teambuilding and relationships
within the various departments, and help
each Comium family member improve
their skills and progress in their career
path. A last exploit to highlight is the
efﬁcient liaising between the group and
the operations to consistently apply
policies and manage all employee issues
in the best interest of all.

TECHNICAL AND IT

echnical and IT have merged in a key
strategic direction for the future:
having information technology drive
infrastructure and advanced services
as the world goes towards smarter devices and
more intelligent applications. Our combined IT
and Technical teams have enjoyed impressive
achievements this year. A highly motivated team
brought to life such projects as: upgraded SMSC
capacity in Cote d’Ivoire to accommodate the
increased trafﬁc, 40 additional sites have been
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FINANCE DEPARTMENT

t is true that during rough times and adversity,
one can really make a difference and this is
what our ﬁnance department exempliﬁed.
Amongst the praiseworthy are:
• Capital restructuring with our bank to have a better mix of debt to equity for a
stronger balance sheet.
• Rebuilding relationships with our major suppliers to have better deliveries and more
efﬁcient use of capex.
• Negotiating the repayment terms with the network equipment provider to suit current
and future operational cash ﬂows, thus improving our working capital.
• Raising substantial funds as working capital for the four operations.
• In the operations, implementing cost reduction and expense control schemes with
tighter cash ﬂow controls, and reducing the monthly ﬁnancial reporting lead times by
over 50%.
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help build our Comium family, extend it,
grow it, nurture it, and make it our
communities’ ﬁrst choice telecom service
provider. Working together has resulted in
new levels of sustained proﬁtability for the
mobile group.

PROCUREMENT

he Central Procurement
Ofﬁce, in close coordination
with the procurement teams in
the operations, is undoubtedly
exerting tremendous efforts and playing a
major role in delivering on timely manner
various technical equipment, IT material
and software, BTL and promotional items,
handsets, SIM cards, scratch cards, etc.
to our various operations. Armed with
sharp negotiation skills, a very strong and
dynamic will to liaise with various third
party suppliers in the four corners of the
world, the team’s priority is on getting the
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reached an unprecedented high level. Due to
our aggressive team initiatives, our network
attached subscribers are continuously
growing and more and more people use our
network everyday.

COTE D’IVOIRE

To best describe our Comium Côte
d’Ivoire team, we can summarize it
by saying that “great work is done by
people who are not afraid to be
great”. Hard work, team work, decision making,
all converge towards propelling our Comium CI
operation to great achievements. The
introduction of our new Comium brand started
reaping fruits with above 150,000 subscribers,
and this reﬂected very positively on our KoZ
brand, which together now serve more than one
million smiling subscribers in la Cote D’Ivoire.
Comium CI was the incubator for Comium many
innovations this year with Dynamic Tariff Service
(Waou!), My Comium (SMS and dynamic tariff
bundles for the youth segment), USSD services,
Mobile Money Transfer (soft launch), Sunday
reimbursed promotion, international rates
matching local rates, the Smile Pack Nokia E75
handset with a Comium kit and free airtime, a
special offer for businesses (B2B offer) with free
unlimited intra-ﬂeet calls, Community Offer,
‘Smiles’ discount program and ﬁnally very
competitive international rates. Also for the end
of year promotion a handsets campaign was
launched with free airtime and amazing
bonuses, in addition to up to 100% bonus on
recharge, and many, many more.

the Independence day, Hit 1000 and win
whereby subscribers sent an SMS and got the
chance to win 50kg of rice, as a nice gesture on
the national ﬂag day, customers were credited
1$ to their account to call a Comium number,
and more a shopping spree which made 10
lucky subscribers win goods worth 100$ from
our exclusive supermarket, and many more.
The launch of the e-voucher under the
commercial name easy credit offered customers
the chance to get 100% bonus on their
recharges and made it simpler for customers to
recharge throughout the entire nation.
For the Christmas and New Year festive season,
Comium Liberia launched the promotion
“Electrify your Christmas”. The more our valued
customers recharge the more they can be
rewarded with great prizes such as ﬂat screens,
DVD payers, generators, and Nokia phones. 60
winners will have won those valuable prizes
during the 15 draws last of which was scheduled
to happen on December 26. Also, new handset
bundles were offered to Customers, with the ZTE
phones featuring a color screen, MP3 player, FM
Radio and free airtime. These promotions
caused unprecedented and historic growth in
our subscribers.

Comium innovated the Concierge Services here,
which served to bring Comium to the reach of all
VIP customers. Now with a 24/7 customer care,
the ﬁrst in CI, all our customers wear a Comium
Smile.
The creation of the Club Comium and its launch
in October marked a strong commitment on
Comium CI’s behalf to sponsor culture in its
various facets. “Comium is revolutionizing the
mobile telephony world” were the comments
heard during the ceremony organized to
celebrate this cultural encounter. Three clubs:
Club musique, Club art de vivre and Club sport
have been created to indulge our VIPs in
activities related to their interests, such as the
Chocolate festival which aimed at promoting the
Ivorian cocoa and its many beneﬁts, FIGAL
(Festival Ivoirien de la Gastronomie Libanaise) a
Lebanese gastronomy feast, various sports
activities such as the Hash, the sponsoring of
the Tennis tournament, the Comium football
tournament with the “call center sourire 2009”,
music festivals such as “L’Emoi du Jazz” which
is a jazz festival sponsored by Comium and
many other similar initiatives. Wow… Comium is
unstoppable.

And it continues. Of the many sponsoring
endeavors our Comium CI team actively
engages in, the list is long. From a health
perspective, a Gala dinner called Mama Diva
featuring well known artists such as the Ivorian
diva Aisha Koné took place on August 29, as a
fundraising event to ﬁght against the AIDS virus
and help with the reinsertion of women suffering
from it. Also, many humanitarian actions are
being sponsored by our Comium and KoZ
brands such as vaccination campaigns against
meningitis in Guiberoua, various other
vaccination campaigns in Sakassou, Bouna and
Yamoussoukro, the provision of medication to
the Subiako populations, the ﬁght against
expensive living jointly with the NGO “Cri du
Consommateur CI” by offering discounts up to
100% at various shops, pharmacies,

To promote programs targeting young talents
and spread the hope amongst the young Liberia
generation, our Comium team sponsored for the
third year the competition “A Star is born” which
is an annual singing talent hunt contest aiming at
making one winner and two runner ups who can
start their professional career in singing. Similarly,
our Comium Liberia team sponsored the Miss
Liberia contest offering valuable prizes to the
crowned beauty, an initiative sponsored together
with the United Nations.
Of the major achievements our Liberia team is
very proud to announce is our 24/7 customer
care center willing to assist our customers any
time of day or night, the opening of the ﬁrst
regional shops in Banga and Ganta, and to end
on a nice note, our Comium Liberia team has
moved to the brand new headquarters.
Congratulations!
And ﬁnally, the year’s achievement was
highlighted with the opening of our new Comium
Flagship this month. Ultra modern, spacious
and welcoming, this new ﬂagship showroom and
ofﬁce hails our commitment to Liberia while
offering another WoW experience for each
customer visiting us.

supermarkets, schools, malls, clinics to help
alleviate the cost of life on CI consumers.
On the educational level, many programs are
being sponsored such as the “Prix Ivoire 2009”
which is an African literature award organized by
the Association Akwaba Culture for the
francophone expression. A Gala dinner was
organized to reward the best Ivorian literature
works. As such, 13 students were offered gifts
and cash prizes during the ceremony attended
by well known African writers such as Bernard
B. DADIE and M. Djibril Tamsir Niane. Also,
Quotient Intellectuel is a contest sponsored by
Comium which offers rewards to 10 extremely
smart with very high IQ students to celebrate
excellence in Côte d’Ivoire. The ﬁrst 3 winners
got a scholarship, while the rest received a Kit
Comium with one year free subscription and
many other Comium gadgets.
To keep entertaining our Comium subscribers
and reward them for being with us, our Comium
CI and KoZ team sponsors many entertainment,
musical and dance shows such as Miss Ivoire
Campus 2009, Abissa 2009 which a dance
festival at Grand Bassam, Varietoscope a huge
TV production featuring dance shows and dance
competitions and Podium a music and singing
contest, both of which take place during the
summer holidays for the delight of the Ivoirians
and the tourists.

Thank You Comium for a Wonderful Year!!!!
To end with a wonderful contagious smile on a positive note, during a press conference organized by the Ministry of Finance
and Economic Development in Freetown on August 13th, the Minister of Finance of the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
hailed the Comium Smile which ﬁrst caught his attention upon arriving to Freetown. He stated that a “smile goes a long way to
explain how peaceful, hospitable and united the people of a country are” and called upon other companies to adopt symbols
reﬂecting peace and harmony!
On behalf of all the Comium mobile family, we would like to wish every “Comiumer” a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.
Enjoy the festive season knowing that you have all had a wonderful year of achievements. May we all be blessed with the
Comium Smile always!
There are hundreds of languages in the world, but a smile speaks them all. Let us keep sharing and spreading the smile…
We’re better together!

